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Abstract
Media and communication can play a key role in disaster risk reduction by increasing people’s
understanding of risk, strengthening disaster risk governance, and enhancing disaster preparedness. This
paper presents findings from an evaluative research study that examined how radio programming
supported people in the 14 severely earthquake affected districts in Nepal.
The evaluative research was conducted to evaluate impact of two radio programmes BBC Media Action
produced to support earthquake affected communities since aftermath of the earthquake. Both the
programmes focused on supporting people’s reconstruction and retrofitting efforts in 14-severely
earthquake affected districts between June 2016 and December 2018. The survey initiated in August
2018 interviewed 2636 women and men who were randomly selected using a stratified random
sampling approach in 175 urban and rural sampling units. The sample followed a probability
proportionate to size (PPS) method to draw the sampling frame according to latest census information
provided by Central Bureau of Statistics, Nepal.
The evaluative research identified that 21% adult people in the 14 sampled districts had listened to
either of the BBC Media Action’s programmes. Almost every listener (99%) agreed that the information
on the programme was trusted, relevant to their life (92%), and featured people like them (86%). Most
listeners recalled listening to issues related to building a safe house (91%).
Analysis of data compared outcomes between those listened to the programme regularly and those who
did not listen at all. More than two-third (70%) of listeners listened to the programme regularly i.e. at
least twice a month. Results showed that regular listeners of the programmes were aware of the
importance of building earthquake-resistant housing, where to seek help and expertise to do so, knew
steps and processes of reconstruction, and its technical specification more than those who did not listen
to the BBC Media Action’s programmes. Such as, nearly two-third (62%) of regular listeners reported
that they now know about specific NRA-suggested techniques for earthquake resistant foundation and
have recognised its importance to ensure safety. Moreover, nearly half (45%) of regular listeners to the
programmes reported using these techniques during their house reconstruction. Logistic regression
found that when controlling for other factors which may influence actions (such as gender, age,
education, income etc and whether they are receiving housing grants from government or not), regular
listeners were more likely to mention taking NRA-suggested six or more specific actions than nonlisteners. However, concerns around financial support for reconstruction remained a key issue.
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1. Introduction
The 7.6 magnitude Gorkha earthquake that struck Nepal on 25 April 2015 was the most
powerful quake to hit the country in over 80 years. The quake was followed by more than 300
aftershocks in the following days. The Post Disaster Needs Assessment estimated the quakes
killed nearly 9,000 people and injured at least 22,000. Eight million people, almost one-third
of the population of Nepal, were affected by the earthquake and aftershocks, which destroyed
more than 600,000 homes and damaged more than 288,000 in 14 severely affected districts.
The strongest impact was in remote rural areas and in Himalayan villages destroyed by
avalanches and landslides, making the response extremely challenging. i
The affected people are still recovering from the impact on their families, homes, livelihoods,
and communities. The National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) surveyed nearly a million
houses in the post-disaster phase and recommended 896,955 eligible for private housing
reconstruction and retrofitting grants. Fewer than half (425,000) have been reconstructed,
renovated, or retrofitted.ii Barriers to complete reconstructing and retrofitting include cost, a
complex grant system, and lack of familiarity with earthquake-resistant rebuilding practices.
Media and communication can play a key role in this reconstruction process – and in disaster
risk reduction strategies in general – by increasing people’s understanding of risk,
strengthening disaster risk governance, and enhancing disaster preparedness (in this case
supporting reconstruction) – all of which are priority areas for action under the Sendai
Framework.iiiThrough the exchange of information, advice and opinions between experts and
affected populations, people at all levels can make informed decisions and take actions to
reduce risk and protect lives and livelihoods.
Communicating disaster risk to prompt action can be complex. It requires a sound
understanding of people’s perceptions, concerns and beliefs, their knowledge and practices and
the environments in which they live and work.

1.1. How BBC Media Action responded in Nepal
Immediately after the earthquake, BBC Media Action launched a Lifeline radio programme, iv
providing life-saving information on radio through the BBC Nepali Service and the Association
of Community Radio Broadcasters (ACORAB) and the Broadcasting Association of Nepal
(BAN). This included information on where to find food, shelter, and water and how people
could protect themselves and their loved ones in the immediate aftermath of the disaster.
A week later, this Lifeline programme transitioned into a radio magazine1 show Milijuli Nepali
(Together Nepal), with 15-minute episodes broadcast twice a day, six days a week across the
1

A magazine programme presents a variety of topics in a format that often includes interviews and commentary.

entire country as a result of partnerships between the BBC Nepali Service, British Forces
Broadcasting Services and 400 other radio stations. Alongside this factual programme, BBC
Media Action also ran a radio drama series titled KathaMaala (Garland of Stories), which
addressed key issues through the central character Maala.
From June 2016, the programmes began to focus on reconstruction in the 14 severely
earthquake affected districts, continuing to broadcast nationally on the BBC Nepali Service
and Radio Nepal, and local FM radio stations, to provide optimum coverage in those 14
districts.
The programmes aimed to ensure communities in the earthquake-affected areas of Nepal live
in safer housing and are therefore at lower risk of being affected by future earthquakes. To
achieve this aim, BBC Media Action set out a clear communication strategy that would increase
knowledge on building safer earthquake-resistant houses and motivate affected people and
communities to:
•
•
•
•

Engage with experts and decision-makers
Try new building techniques
Access the government’s housing grant schemes
Take steps to improve their livelihoods and invest in safer rebuilding

The programmes used real-life stories, drama and advice from experts to provide people with
information, role model best practice and highlight the challenges around reconstructing safer
homes. The two programmes also aimed to inform and provide examples of alternative
livelihoods that people can take up to increase their income to invest in reconstruction and
encouraged women to participate more in the livelihood activities and reconstruction processes
(such as undertaking masonry training).
This research paper shows how the BBC Media Action’s responses to earthquake through radio
programming supported affected communities and encouraged people to build homes that were
more resistant to earthquakes.
2. Methodology
The evaluative survey was conducted in 14 severely earthquake affected districts in August
2018. The main purpose of the study was to assess the impact of the two programmes – Milijuli
Nepali and KathaMaala – on the affected communities.
A representative sample of 2,636 men and women were selected from randomly chosen
households in 175 urban and rural municipalities (primary sampling units) from those 14
districts. The urban and rural municipalities were also randomly selected from the list available
from the Central Bureau of Statistics, Nepal. The survey asked questions to understand
listenership of and engagement with the two BBC Media Action reconstruction radio
programmes: Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala, their influence on people’s knowledge around

reconstruction issues and if they have taken any action based on the information they have
received from the programmes. In addition to this random sample, 400 interviews were
conducted with purposively selected Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala listeners to provide a
robust enough sample size to understand the outcomes of the programmes. While the BBC
Media Action research team designed the research and sampling strategy, data collection was
commissioned to a third-party research agency based in Kathmandu.
BBC Media Action research team analysed survey data using SPSS 20. Data collected through
random sampling was weighted against 2011 Nepal census proportions to ensure accurate
representation of gender, location, and age. Analysis was done in two stages: first, descriptive
analysis was undertaken in order to understand the status of people’s reconstruction efforts in
the 14 districts, people’s media consumption, listenership to the programmes and the sociodemographic profile of those listeners e.g. age, gender, education, location etc. Randomly
sampled weighted data was used for this first phase analysis to ensure results are representative
of the actual population. Secondly, analysis looked further at the type of engagement audiences
had with these two programmes and their influence on key outcomes the project seeks to
address such as knowledge and decision making around reconstruction. It used the dataset that
included the 400 additional booster interviews along with listeners who were randomly selected
for interviews.
To further understand the impact of the programmes on the key outcomes, a range of
quantitative analysis methods were undertaken. Inferential analysis and regression modelling
were conducted to compare key outcomes i.e. people’s knowledge related to reconstruction
issues and actions they have taken during reconstructing their houses between those regularly
listening to the programmes and those did not listen any of them. Chi-square test was performed
along with every cross-tabulation to identify the difference between groups were statistically
significant. Only those with significant differences i.e. p<0.05 were reported in this paper. The
logistic regression tested the impact of the programmes on audiences while controlling for
potential confounding socio-demographic factors i.e. age, sex, location, region, education,
caste and ethnicity, household income, and status with the government private housing grant
scheme.v
Figure 1. Demographic Profile of the survey respondents.
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Base: All survey respondents, not including booster (n=2636)

3. Results
3.1

Concerns hindering reconstruction

This research sought to understand people’s concerns around the reconstruction efforts and the
reasons behind them. Respondents reported several issues or concerns affecting or slowing
down their effort to reconstruct homes from the beginning of the process. Nearly three quarters
(71%) of respondents who were in the process of reconstructing their house or had completed
it, mentioned that some of the concerns they had at the beginning of the reconstruction process
remained.
One of the main reasons for this slow progress in reconstruction was the lack of financial
resources. Of the survey respondents who reported reconstructing their house or having
completed it, 89% of them said the main issue affecting progress is the financial obstacle.
Eighty-five per cent of them said this concern still remains. During the time of the survey, the
NRA had been able to complete agreements with 90 per cent of beneficiaries and had disbursed
full grants to 41 per cent.vi However, the total amount given for reconstruction (NRS 300,000)
was insufficient to enable completion of reconstruction. Getting a loan from other financial
institutions such as banks has always been difficult for affected people and it remained as a
concern for some within the survey.
On the other hand, concerns around accessing construction materials and skilled resources such
as trained masons or engineers had reduced significantly. For example, one of the major
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concerns at the beginning was lack of reconstruction materials (60%) which only 28 per cent
of respondents mentioned as a remaining concern. (See figure 3)
Figure 2: Main concerns during reconstruction
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Base: All those reported reconstructing houses or had completed (n=2049), and those reported
having remaining concerns (n=1444). Percentages in both the scenarios sum more than 100
as respondents could identify more than one concern.
3.2

Information sources on reconstruction

People’s remaining concerns may be affected by the information gap they reported around
reconstruction. More than half of the respondents (57%) said, the information they received on
reconstruction was not enough according to their needs. This is possibly because their main
information sources on this issue were not as trusted as the information sources they use less.
People in their locality was mentioned as a source of information on the reconstruction by
majority of the affected people (56%) but only 44% of them said they trust this source a lot.
On the other hand, people trusted engineers most (83%) but only 55% mentioned using them
as a source of information. Surprisingly, very few respondents mentioned the two most
important stakeholders in the reconstruction process as their sources of information, the
government and the NGOs/INGOs. However, majority of respondents did trust those sources
a lot. (See figure 4)

Figure 3: Sources of information on reconstruction and trust on the sources
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3.3

Radio is an effective way to communicate life-saving information

Figure 4: Media access among earthquake-affected communities (Base = 2636)
Historically radio is the dominant media platform in mountainous Nepal. As the topography makes it hard
for national frequencies to reach certain parts of the country, particularly Himalayan districts, hundreds
of local FM radio stations proliferate. There were an estimated 450 functioning local community and
commercial FM radio stations in the country in 2016, covering most of the districts. In the aftermath of
the 2015 earthquake, when most people in the affected communities’ lost access to electricity, radio was
the only way to communicate lifesaving information to them. It remains an effective way of reaching
people with important and lifesaving information: in 2018 it reached 78 percent of people in the 14
severely affected districts.

3.4

People listened to Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala programmes regularly

Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala are two of the most popular radio programmes among those that
address reconstruction issues. The survey found that 21% of people in the 14 severely earthquake
affected districts, an estimated 747,257 people listened to BBC Media Action’s reconstruction
programmes in the past 12 months. The overwhelming majority of listeners (70%) listened to at
least one of these programmes regularly i.e. at least twice a month.
These two programmes attracted a significant proportion of women and lower caste people in these
districts. Forty-six per cent of the audience were female, and 50% were from Janajati and Adibasi
caste groups. As expected, given the target audience, majority of the listeners are from rural areas
(59%) and more than three quarters (78%) are from the districts outside of the Kathmandu Valley.
Figure 5: Demographic profile of BBC Media Action’s reconstruction radio programmes’
audiences

Base: Those who listen to Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala in the last 12 months (n=560)
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3.5

Radio programmes influenced listeners’ knowledge

People in these severely earthquake affected districts were aware of the process and steps of
reconstruction. Majority of respondents surveyed knew what to do or where to go for getting
information and support before and during reconstruction of their house (see Table 2). Nearly all
(99%) of respondents recognised the importance of having a safe house, and almost all of them felt
it was important in order to save lives in case of a disaster (97%). Although saving lives is obviously
the greatest and instant motivation there were other long-term motivation too. Such as avoiding
financial losses in future and making sure that the house was resistant to future earthquakes.
Regular listeners of Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala mentioned these long-term benefits more than
those who did not listen to the programmes. Sixty-one per cent of regular listeners mentioned
building safe housing is important to ensure house is earthquake resistant (compared to 49% nonlisteners) and 53% said they wanted to avoid financial losses in future (compared to 44% nonlisteners). This indicates the programme perhaps influenced their knowledge around long-term
resilience. Results from logistic regressionviialso suggests that the regular listeners of the
programmes were more likely to mention both of these compared to those who did not listen to any
of the programmes.
Affected people in the 14 districts were also aware about different sources of help for
reconstruction. More than half of the respondents mentioned local authorities (59%) and engineers
(62%), and nearly a half (48%) mentioned masons as people to help with reconstruction work.
Awareness about financial institutions, such as banks and INGOs were significantly lower as very
few respondents mentioned these (10% and 12% respectively). This is not surprising as most of
the reconstruction activities are being managed by the local government bodies and people
generally have very low trust on INGOs in post-earthquake period.viii However, banks were an
important part of the grants process but very few people (10%) mentioned that as a place to go for
support in reconstruction.
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Table 1: Sources of help and support on reconstruction
Q: Where do you think people
can go to get help rebuilding
their houses?

Engineers

All
(%)

Base
(n=3036)
62

Regularly listened to
Did not listen to
Milijuli Nepali or
Milijuli Nepali
KathaMaala
and KathaMaala
(%)
(%)
Base (n=2795)
69

59

Local authority

59

71

53

Masons

48

55

44

I/NGOs

12

16

10

Regular listeners were more aware about contacting local government and skilled resources (i.e.
masons and engineers) for relevant information and advice for their reconstruction work than those
did not listen to the programmes. Both Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala discussed these skilled
resources in the programme repeatedly. The central character of the drama series KathaMaala is a
trained mason and encourages listeners, especially women, to take masonry training and seek
support from them.
3.5.1 Regular listeners are more aware about the steps and processes of reconstruction
than non-listeners
The survey also measured people’s knowledge of the actions they can take to reconstruct their
homes. Majority of the respondents (59%) said they were aware of using earthquake resistant
techniques endorsed by skilled resources i.e. masons and engineers and using quality construction
materials that were available locally (53%). Nearly half (48%) of the respondents said they were
aware of following specific techniques to make their houses strong and durable such as using
vertical, horizontal, and bracing frames, through stones (locally known as Kaichi Dunga) etc. Many
of these techniques are instructed by NRA approved earthquake resistant building code and
followed by the trained masons and engineers.
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Table 2: Knowledge of actions people can take on reconstruction
Q: What can, or should people do while
reconstructing their houses?

Used techniques endorsed by engineers

All
(%)

Base (n=
3036)
59

Regularly
Did not
listened to
listen to
Milijuli Nepali
Milijuli
or
Nepali and
KathaMaala KathaMaala
(%)
(%)
Base (n= 2795)
64

58

Using or reusing local materials

53

62

50

Following specific techniques such as
vertical, horizontal, and bracing frames (Nas),
safe level of windows and doors, and Kaichi
Dunga etc.
Take mason training

48

62

43

33

36

32

Rotate trained mason (alopalo) for building
house
Approached local government for information

22

25

21

20

24

19

Accessed or used trained women masons

20

22

19

Frequently visited or contacted with local
authorities

14

17

13

People who had been listening to BBC Media Action’s reconstruction programmes regularly i.e.
Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala or both, reported knowing about more actions people should take
during reconstruction of their houses, than those who did not listen to either of the two programmes
(see Table 3). For example, 62 per cent regular listeners reported knowing about specific techniques
like vertical, horizontal and bracing frames, and Khaichi Dunga compared to 43 per cent nonlisteners of the programmes. It should be noted however, affected people in the study areas have
strong financial motivation to learn about and use these techniques in their reconstruction work.
To make progress and receive second and third tranches of the government’s private housing grant,
homeowners need to ensure they follow earthquake resistant building codes. NRA engineers
scrutinize six key items while inspecting every stage of grant process and those include
construction materials, frame, foundation (see figure 17). As an example, 57 per cent of those who
are the beneficiary of the government’s grants scheme reported knowing about specific techniques
like vertical, horizontal and bracing frames and Kaichi Dunga compared to just 33 per cent of those
who are not a beneficiary. Nonetheless, results from logistic regression show that whether they
11 | P a g e

were beneficiary or not, regular listeners of Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala were more likely to
know about four or more actions that people could take during reconstruction of their houses than
non-listeners.
Awareness of both male and female masons and using female masons in reconstruction activities
was also significantly higher among regular listeners of the programmes. Twenty-two per cent of
regular listeners mentioned accessing and using women masons compared to 19 per cent of those
who did not listen to these programmes. Logistic regression also showed regular listeners of
Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala programmes are more likely to know about using women mason
compared to those who did not listen to the programmes.
Table 3: Knowledge on reconstruction
Q: Do you think your knowledge has
increased, decreased or remained same
over the past one year? (Proportion who
said increased)

Building a safe house

All
(%)

Base (n=
3036)
94

Regularly
Did not listen
listened to
to Milijuli
Milijuli
Nepali and
Nepali or
Kathamaala
Kathamaala
(%)
(%)
Base (n= 2795)
97

92

New and different techniques

79

88

74

Accessing locally available building
materials

74

82

69

Accessing government services
Local sources of information, support, and
funding for reconstruction

67
63

82
77

60
57

Managing livelihood to invest in
reconstruction

49

60

44
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3.6

Programmes’ influence on people to take action around reconstruction

3.6.1. Regular listeners of Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala reported taking actions more
than non-listeners
A significant number of people mentioned specific actions they had taken during reconstructing
their homes, and many of them were familiar with earthquake resistant house construction
techniques. For example, 38 per cent reported using construction techniques endorsed by engineers,
and 34 per cent used vertical, horizontal, and bracing frames. Other actions they reported taking
during their reconstruction work include using skilled resources like masons, and using earthquake
resilient techniques advice from them, and taking mason training to change livelihood (see table
5).
However, Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala regular listeners were more likely to report taking these
actions than those who did not listen to the programmes. For example, 45 per cent of the regular
listeners of Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala reported following specific techniques like using
vertical, horizontal and bracing frames, maintain a safe level (as advised by engineers) of windows
and doors and Kaichi Dunga in their house reconstruction compared to 28 per cent non-listeners
reported using those earthquake resistant techniques. These topics (using locally available
materials, trained masons, taking up mason training and following specific earthquake proof
techniques) were key issues covered in Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala. As using these earthquake
resistant techniques and advised materials are pre-conditions to make progress through grant
process beneficiaries reported taking these actions more than those who are not receiving grants
from the government. For example, 45 per cent of those receiving grants reported using vertical,
horizontal and bracing frame, safe level of windows and Kaichi Dunga compared to only nine per
cent of those not receiving grants. However, logistic regression found that regular listeners were
more likely to report taking six or more specific actions related to reconstruction of their house
compared to non-listeners irrespective of whether they were a grant beneficiary or not.
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Table 4: Actions taken while reconstructing houses
Q: Which actions did you take while
reconstructing your houses?

All
(%)

Used techniques endorsed by engineers

Base (n=
3036)
38

Regularly
Did not listen
listened to
to Milijuli
Milijuli Nepali
Nepali and
or KathaMaala KathaMaala
(%)
(%)
Base (n= 2795)
45

34

Bought construction materials from the
neighbouring/ local areas
Used or reused local materials

36

39

34

34

44

29

Following specific techniques such as
vertical, horizontal, and bracing frames (Nas),
safe level of windows and doors, and Kaichi
Dunga etc
Took up mason training

34

45

28

11

13

10

3.6.2. Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala influenced people’s decisions on reconstruction and
motivated them to act
When asked, almost everyone who listened to Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala agreed that the
programme motivated them to take action (92%) as well as motivated women to participate in the
reconstruction activities (94%). The KathaMaala drama series introduced a female mason who
provided important information around reconstruction issues and role modelled women’s
participation in the reconstruction process and taking up mason training. Nearly two-third of
listeners (63%) agreed that the programme motivated them to take masonry training, however, only
11 per cent of people across the sample reported taking masonry training after the earthquake.
Regular listeners of the programme mentioned taking masonry training more (13%) than those who
did not listened to the programmes (10%). Logistic regression also found that regular listeners of
Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala were more likely to agree that the programme helped them feel
motivated about undertaking mason training.
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Table 5: Decisions that were influenced by Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala
Q: Which decisions were influenced by Milijuli Nepali
or KathaMaala?
Selection of raw materials for house reconstruction

Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala
listeners (%)
Base (n= 1047)
49

Selection of masons

32

The decision to start rebuilding

29

Plot selection for building new houses

19

Designing house and selection of designs

16

3.6.3. Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala influenced people’s decisions around technical aspects
of reconstruction
Amongst listeners, nearly two thirds of listeners (65%) of Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala reported
that their decisions around reconstruction were influenced by the programmes. It is very important
to note that listeners were mainly influenced on the technical aspects of rebuilding such as selection
of raw materials, use of masons, plot for new house and selection of designs of the house. This
indicates that people felt the programme helped them make key technical decisions about
rebuilding. The Milijuli Nepali programme presented technical information in simple and
innovative ways so that listeners could understand those and use this information to make their
houses resilient. Several episodes of Milijuli Nepali were focused on different technical aspects
like foundations, fortifying house with lintels and bends, keeping roofs lighter, having the same
level of windows and doors etc. The presenter used metaphors to make these technical aspects
simple and comprehensible for listeners and helped listeners visualise these techniques. The
programme also invited experts and engineers in the show who explained those techniques in
simpler terms too.

3.6.4. Listeners reported higher efficacy than non-listeners in managing the reconstruction
process
People in the 14 districts are generally confident in dealing with issues around reconstruction. Most
of the respondents agreed that they knew and felt confident about receiving grants, accessing
information and local resources, contributing to a discussion regarding reconstruction and
providing technical suggestions. This self-reported confidence was observed more among regular
listeners of Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala compared to those who did not listen to the programmes.
(See table)
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Figure 6: Picture of a Kaichi Dunga technique and the transcript containing how Milijuli
Nepali explained this in the radio programme

Table 6: Confidence in dealing with issues around reconstruction
Q: How much do you agree or disagree
with the following statements?

I know all the step to follow to receive the
grants
I feel confident to go into process to
receive the grants
I can access local resources required for
safe construction
I can access all the information I require
for safe construction
I feel I can contribute in the discussion
regarding reconstruction in my community

Agreed
(%)

Base =
3036
85

Regularly
Did not listen to
listened to
Milijuli Nepali and
Milijuli Nepali
Kathamaala
or Kathamaala
(%)
(%)
Base=2795
94

81

84

94

80

93

95

92

90

95

87

79

89

73
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I can make suggestions on some of the
technical areas of house construction to
others

67

77

62

3.6.5. Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala build trust of masons and helped people use them for
their house reconstruction
Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala not only influenced its listeners but also motivated them to take
actions regarding the reconstruction of their house. Almost half of the listeners (49%) reported
taking an action or doing things differently after listening to the programmes.
While those actions were mostly related to using techniques or construction materials, 14 per cent
reported using a trained mason or a trained women mason after listening to the programmes. This
is another important and effective impact that the programmes have made.
Initially, when BBC Media Action had conducted Information Needs Assessments (INA) together
with local partner stations, people raised their concerns that they lacked trust in newly trained
masons. Thus, both Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala programmes tried to build trust in the masons
in various ways. Such as, by providing information on how trained masons could help, how to
identify a trained mason, sharing real life stories of houseowners using masons and benefiting out
of it etc. Regression results also found that regular listeners were more likely to access and use
trained masons (including women masons), use semi-skilled masons under direct supervision of
trained masons, use techniques and raw materials suggested by masons, and take mason training
compared to non-listeners.
3.6.6. Very few people have made changes to their livelihood after the earthquake, however
listeners reported changing more than non-listeners
Nearly one third (32%) of the respondents reported having made a change to their livelihood due
to reconstruction. These changes included taking masonry training, applying new techniques in
agriculture or increasing the number of livestock. However, regular listeners of Milijuli Nepali or
KathaMaala reported changing or adopting their livelihood significantly more than those who did
not listen to either of these programmes. For example, fourteen per cent of regular listeners reported
taking up masonry training compared to only seven per cent of non-listeners. (See table 9)
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Table 7: Listeners took actions after listening to Milijuli Nepali or KathaMaala
Q: What actions have you or your family
taken after listening to Milijuli Nepali or
KathaMaala?
Used techniques endorsed by engineers

Milijuli Nepali or KathMaala
listeners (%)
Base (n= 1047)
35

Using or reusing local materials

29

Helped each other

27

Used trained masons or women masons

14

Approached for government’s financial support
i.e. grants

13

Both Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala did not focus heavily on diversification of livelihoods. There
has been some focus on encouraging people (especially women) to undertake masonry training.
For example, in Milijuli Nepali, the programme followed stories of a group of masons who
travelled across communities and supported people in rebuilding, who had trained specifically in
this role since the earthquake. The programme also showcased stories of women diversifying their
income through selling vegetables or taking lead role in reconstruction in the absence of male
members in the household. In the drama series KathaMaala, the central character Maala changed
her profession after the earthquake. Maala, who was a milk maid trained herself on masonry and
started helping people in rebuilding their houses. Whereas the programmes have had a greater
impact in motivating people to take action around specific techniques related to reconstructing their
home (such as using locally available materials or specific techniques), it was less successful at
motivating people to take up or diversify their livelihood, arguably a more difficult action to take.
However, the programmes partially met its expectations in encouraging women to take up these
livelihood options and many female respondents reported doing so alongside men.
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Table 8: Changes made to livelihoods due to reconstruction
Q: What changes have you or your
family members made to your/their
livelihood due to reconstruction?

Increased the number of
livestock/cattle
Adopted new techniques of agriculture

All
(%)

Base:
2660
9

Regularly
Did not listen to
listened to
Milijuli Nepali
Milijuli Nepali or
and
Kathamaala
Kathamaala
(%)
(%)
Base: 2442
11

8

6

11

4

Started a new business

7

8

6

Changed their job

8

10

6

Took a masonry training

9

14

7

Took training to generate more income

5

8

3

4.0

Discussion: Factors that helped in achieving these results

4.1

Developing and adapting the communication strategy to changing audience needs

Communicating risk is complex. Designing and executing media programmes that prompt
people to understand risk and to take decisions and actions accordingly requires a carefully
considered communication strategy that reflects a clear understanding of the complexity of
people’s lives – what spurs them to change the way they do things and what may prevent
them from doing so. If communication activities are to prompt people to act, they must be
engaging, trustworthy and appeal to the changing needs and specific preferences of the
audience. To get these things right, it is important to conduct regular research, collaborate
with a wide range of partners, and strengthen the capacities of local media providers.
Although the programmes launched in an emergency context, the BBC Media Action team
spent considerable time understanding what would help audiences make decisions and act on
them. Audience needs assessments with the affected communities provided useful insights
regarding their changing needs, and the programmes were tailored accordingly.
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One year after the earthquakes, as people’s needs moved from recovery to reconstruction,
so did the focus of the radio programmes. Milijuli Nepali began sharing information on
how to construct earthquake-resistant housing. The programme featured experts discussing
and offering solutions to issues raised by affected people from different communities. It revisited communities to monitor their progress.
For example, in KathaMaala’s first phase of production after the earthquake, the central
character Maala was conceived as a milk seller who went from shack to shack sharing lifesaving information with people who were living in temporary shelters. The character was
presented in a new occupation during the reconstruction phase having trained as a mason
and started working in her village, not only rebuilding homes and encouraging people to
use trained masons in their house reconstruction, but also inspiring other women to take up
masonry as a profession.
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4.2

Delivering creative and entertaining content to hold audiences’ attention

Audiences are always are the centre of all BBC Media Action programming. Both Milijuli Nepali
and KathaMaala featured characters and individuals that audiences could identify with.
The magazine show Milijuli Nepali travelled to affected areas and brought the voices of local
people and communities into the show, alongside experts, to discuss and advise solutions on issues
and concerns raised. The show followed up with communities to ascertain their progress. It
included entertaining content such as music and poetry from the affected people or listeners. These
efforts kept the audience engaged – the Milijuli Nepali audience increased from 15% in 2016vii to
20% in 2019 in the severely earthquake-affected districts.
The programmes also attracted listeners from diverse backgrounds: nearly half (46%) of the
listeners were women, nearly eight in 10 listeners (78%) were from 11 districts outside of the
Kathmandu valley, and nearly six in 10 (59%) were from rural areas and from the caste and ethnic
groups not labelled as higher hill castes.
4.3

Storytelling and role modelling to give people confidence to take action

At the beginning of the reconstruction phase, many people raised concerns in audience needs
assessments that they lacked trust in newly trained masons. To address this issue, the drama series
KathaMaala introduced a mason through its central female character Maala, who trained as a
mason and encouraged listeners to follow her example to train as well as to seek support from
trained masons. Milijuli Nepali also discussed the importance of seeking advice and support from
skilled masons and engineers when reconstructing houses. The programme brought stories of
people ‘like them’ taking action and trying things that might otherwise seem awkward or difficult.
This research found that the programmes helped to build people’s confidence in masonry.
The results found that listeners were more likely to feel confident about applying for government
grants compared to non-listeners (94% vs. 80%), and felt they could contribute in the discussion
regarding safe reconstruction in their communities (89% of listeners compared to 73% of nonlisteners).
4.4

Using simple and clear language to facilitate understanding of building techniques

Both programmes used language that was easy for the audience to understand, particularly
regarding explanations of technical NRA-mandated techniques and other earthquake-resistant
techniques. Some episodes of Milijuli Nepali focused on different technical aspects of
construction, such as how to create strong foundations, how to strengthen houses with lintels and
the importance of keeping roofs lighter. The presenter used metaphors to ensure these technical
aspects were easy to understand and helped listeners visualise them. The programme also featured
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experts and engineers to explain these techniques in precise, yet clear, terms.
Listeners were especially engaged with parts of the programmes that provided technical
information on rebuilding their homes. People who were affected by the earthquake were entitled
to receive a government grant to help rebuild their homes. This was provided in three tranches and
released to people once NRA engineers had completed a six-point check to ensure the correct
construction materials, frames and foundations had been used. As discussed above, analysis found
that listeners were more likely to than non-listeners to know about actions and to take more actions
around rebuilding correctly, even when controlling for other factors.
Transcript of a Milijuli Nepali episode explaining earthquake-resistant foundation
technique
00:00 Mason 1: The walls have been tied together in such a way inside-out, that if there is a
tremor, it shakes in its entirety, instead of crumbling.
00:12 Presenter: Because this stone helps to tie the internal and external walls together. This
is called ‘Chhadh’ in some places. Some called it ‘Garho Badeko’.
00:21 Mason 1: Some call it ‘Karuwa Dhunga’ or ‘Paitalish’.
00:23 Presenter: What happens when we use such techniques?
00:24 Mason 1: If we use this technique, it makes the wall stronger. If you look carefully,
you will see that the vertical stones are placed against the horizontal stones, so as to tie up
the internal and external walls. When it reaches a certain height, DPC (damp proof
concrete) would also help to tie it up. This is basically used for the walls to be stable.
Recording KathaMaala episodes in the studio / BBC Media Action RESEARCH BRIEFING //
AUGUST 2019 // RESILIENCE 9
00:36 Presenter: What is the thickness of the wall?
00:38 Mason 1: 18 inches
00:40 Presenter: The stone used here in this 18-inch wall stretches from the internal wall
to the external wall.
00:43 Mason 1: Yes! (laughs) It is almost 25 inches (laughs)
00:47 Mason 2: We built the houses by tying up the wall. We call it ‘Paitalish Dhunga’.
Some called it ‘Kaichi Dhunga’. If we use such techniques, then the house will be strong.
We have used the techniques in many houses. The houses, where we did not use this
technique, now have cracks in them. During the training, we were taught to keep such
stones at a distance of every two feet.
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4.5

Working in partnership

BBC Media Action worked in partnership with audiences, civil society, experts, and the
Nepali government, and consulted widely when making all programmes. One of the major
activities of the project was capacity-strengthening of partner radio stations. BBC Media
Action worked with 11 partner radio stations across the 14 earthquake-affected districts. Its
mentors provided regular support to these stations on conducting community discussions,
including Information Needs Assessments (INA) with affected communities. A total of 154
community discussions were conducted and broadcast as 15-minute radio programmes
during the project phase.
5.0

Conclusion

This research provides evidence that people in the 14 districts have benefited from the trusted and
relevant information provided in Milijuli Nepali and KathaMaala. It provides evidence that these
two programmes have affected the way people understand risk and feel about it. The programmes
have made earthquake affected people aware of where and how to access information and financial
support for reconstruction, and informed them about earthquake-resistant building techniques,
locally available materials, and skilled service providers, such as masons and engineers. In
addition, the programmes have been very successful at motivating people to make important
decisions related to their reconstruction work and at prompting them to take concrete action that
will contribute to risk reduction and building safer housing.
Role modelling best practices through a diverse range of real-life stories and drama and allowing
real people to tell their own stories in an engaging way were very effective. Audiences recognized
themselves in these stories and identified with the situations. The success of these programmes was
also contingent on the project strategy to adapt programming according to people’s needs at
different stages of the reconstruction process.
While the Nepali government has shifted its focus from reconstruction to retrofitting to renovate
partially damaged houses, findings suggested that less than one-fifth of the population in the
severely affected districts knew about retrofitting, and half of them (47%) thought retrofitting
houses was temporary and not safe. This lack of awareness and knowledge about safe ways to
retrofit houses has slowed down progress, which, in turn, has affected people’s physical and mental
wellbeing. Of the research participants who reported reconstructing their houses or having
completed reconstruction, more than a half (54%) reported severe mental stress and more than onethird (34%) reported poor health as a result of reconstruction. Some 85% of those respondents were
still concerned about having enough money to complete reconstruction of their homes and
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awareness about getting support from financial institutions such as banks was low (10%). Less than
one-third (32%) of respondents reported changing or adapting livelihoods to enhance earning and
saving to invest in reconstruction.
5.1

Implications for future media and communication

Develop tried and tested
communication strategies

Support retrofitting of houses

Support to develop livelihoods
and to access financial support

5.2

Conduct regular research, work with partners and adapt
programming accordingly. Future programming should
continue to not only provide people with trustworthy and
relevant information, but encouragement and support
through effective role modelling – especially reinforcing
women’s roles in the overall recovery process.
These findings indicate that there is an ongoing need to
support Nepalis to understand retrofitting for their homes
to ensure they can take actions to speed up the recovery
process.
Future programmes could support people more effectively
by discussing how to increase their incomes, develop their
livelihoods, access financial services, and manage money
wisely in order to invest in reconstruction and retrofitting.
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